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    The arch had always existed: Perhaps not physically, as the cynics have
always enjoyed pointing out, but certainly in the mind of the man who
had written the officer's document. Walsh's mother hadn't been able to
stop her tears, choking on plans to marry and move, while her nine-year-
old son looked on amazed, eyes torn between his mother's apparent
distress - or was that happiness? - and the shiny brass buttons adorning
the officer's coat.
    The freedom of which the man spoke, as it turned out, also existed
less in the physical world than in the theoretical one, so amid the upside-
down forests of men dangling from trees and the tongues of flames
tickling their twitching feet, liberty sought asylum in the mouths of
intellectuals. Used regularly, if pedantically, she found safety from the
rocks that the courts concluded must have propelled themselves through
all those storefronts and front windows in the masculine, white mouths
of the scholars who call her name in theoretics only, who refused to give
her up to the mobs frothing below the streets. Liberty had, at last, found
her haven.
    There was a joke on the street to which Walsh's family moved, told in
the dim shadows of the cobblestone cratered moon, the pale light
threatening to penetrate the darkness of his people's cover. "Don't call
liberty's name on the streets," it went," lest she leave the place of her
comfort and come calling." It wasn't until twenty years later that the boy
learned the difference between the pregnant chuckles of the amused and
the restless eyes of those who wore Happiness the Mask, not quite
strong enough to ward off the fear that had yet to leave his streets. Some
joke.
    Fortunately for the arch's lonely city, ghosts require no tangible surface
from which to haunt the living's shadows, they attach to the vapors of a
burning cross as easily as they construct mirages of an untouched one
from the memories and the newspapers, or rather the imaginations of
the papers. Perhaps that is why Walsh chose an agricultural college, set
in a grove of emerald trees and white hatred and red earth, grass
sustained on the blood dripping from the forestry. Then again, maybe
not: The phantoms of the ancestors that one will soon become offer
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comparable company, less messy, never neglectful.

    The intelligentsia had suffered beatings, recently, from those dull
enough to believe that the promises of the brass-buttoned officer still
stood. Attempts to coax liberty from her hiding place had largely failed,
for she was smarter than those who wished to claim ownership of her
mission. The people frothed at rabid moonlit mouths, straining against
self-imposed chains to bring their clubs to liberty's windows, calling
outside her door, burning crosses in their prayers. Dancing through
legality and dabbling in disenfranchisement, liberty's sweet conscience
bore the burden of her loneliness, consoled from time to time with the
cheap pleasures of elite justification and grade A excuses. 

    The young Walsh understood these excuses, and he understood his
teachers when they told him that destiny contains little more than the
present. If he didn't comprehend why his present was as it was, he did
understand its content.

    "I," swore he, during a picnic among the fickle emerald trees that
threatened to turn on their heads, kaleidoscopes photosynthesized, at
any moment, "shall prove them wrong." Subordinate is just letters from
superordinate, and they sound nearly the same. Emerald forests and
upside-down ones, he who serves, will be served, and the last shall be
first and the first, last, according to King James who was a witch hunter,
according to King James whose leafs fan burning crosses. Nevertheless,
reasonability was surely the key to liberty's hiding place, logic the
respected currency of her safe guarders, diligence the ingredient which
perhaps, they all could share. A school, he smiled, to the schizophrenic
emeralds.

    The Institute opened, cobblestone fractured families left to the
concrete madness of the arch's city scoffing at his choice. Centuries of
farming, they said. If history began when we stepped from the sea then
surely ours is composed only of the pleasures of the metallic earth, the
taste of tobacco-fed soil after the second to last rainstorm of the season.
When they learned that the art of dirt-tasting was not, in fact, part of the
curriculum, eyes rolled in heads and grandparents rolled in graves. 'What
kind of education omits the culinary, what kind of class are you building,'
came dismembered voices from emeraldine forest.

    Walsh smiled and nodded and married a student, one who looked like
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him, so as not to attract attention from those formidable overlords, his
intellectual and otherwise superiors, so as not to defy the organizational
intensity with which they drew lines all over the world labelled faces into
place. Educating teachers was benign enough, and preaching
conformities of class left forest-stomachs rumbling for conflict, hungry in
the bowels of their sky-bound roots, interrupted only by the occasional
flash of lightening from a far-off rainstorm or tears of a mother whose
child had been lost in the ebony-thick branches of this wilderness.

    Walsh's wife was beautiful, as was her brother when those misguided
halos came to take him, clad in the misshapen, lily white gowns of the
Easter angel. Meanwhile, those who left his school had learned to use
the name of the daughter of that brass-button officer only in the
presence of one another, a modern word that may offend their grand
parents or get them killed or worry their mothers or kill them too, and
liberty enjoyed her rest.

    As our hero kissed the lips, metallic and dark as the soil in which his
bride would soon lay, he wondered of that patriarch, the arch, ancient
harbor of hatred for liberty's affinity for small, white places. As it turned
out, her lips had tasted metallic because of those indestructible robots,
indestructible destroyers the virus, and when she die within the year he
packed his memories of a soil meant not for cultivation and hurried back
to the cobblestoned haunts of his nine-year old days.

     Liberty, liberty, he cast bread crumbs in the street, tempting her and
feeding those brave enough to call her name to his disappearing back,
wielding his college degree as the impenetrable evidence of his mouth's
kinship to liberty's home. She prostituted herself in the form of money,
love cloaked in desperation and conscience beating rapidly, strongly
from the hearts of her home into the gate that held her safe, threatening
to burst at any minute.

     Liberty, he died. Liberty, she is safe. Liberty, her name is sacred.
Emerald forests hanging from the sky drop their leaves upon his grave,
where they rot their bitter memories into metallic-tasting soil.
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    Scurrying behind the man with the bread crumbs crawled the twins:
They had heard that the name of the brass button's daughter was as dirty
as the lips of the man they followed, and eagerly called their summons,
their father the arch smiling in the distance. Mandolin was satisfied with
the way her name bounced from one building to the next, the
cobblestones  brilliantly fracturing the waves of his sweet voice to a
chorus of fragments, each shred a different color in liberty's nightmares. 
    Marovany, however, preferred the natural procession of language to
rock, of spoken word to the clattering of his imagined supporter's feet so
that every time he called the beloved's name, it was followed by a
handful of riverbed gravel. The stones, flirting with the windows'
mortality, concrete integrity, gave hope to liberty in her hiding place, as
she watched the waves of sound fly as arrows into Mando's clarity. The
speck of blood wiped from his ear whispered its way to liberty's dreams,
vivid and bubbling as it reached her consciousness, and blessed forests,
she slept well.
    The twins met their wives amidst dirty words, and the ghosts who
couldn't become forests reveled perpetually in this rendezvous. The
twins rebuked their wives for slightest mention of the woman they still
shared, of their dalliance with the elegant prostitute, ongoing affair.
Liberty was special, she was coveted, she was to be guarded and hailed
with riverbed gravel fanfares, and the wives learned over time that all the
rouge in the world could not make them as beautiful as their husband's
lover: This they understood, and all was well.
    It was at this point that Mando and Maro first met disagreement, when
Maro's gravel lodged itself in the skin of Mando's love, all too close to the
memory of rose thorns housed in broken knee caps. A failed mission to
dive from the second story of the family home into whichever ring of hell
his leap of faith would merit, he should have listened as well as Maro in
physics class when it came to the rotation of bones, helter skelter
through the air, which will hit first, neck or knee.

Maro had always loved school more than Mando. He knew well enough
to let liberty make her dirty mess in his head and instead concealed the
knowledge of his beautiful woman in those remarkable efforts of the
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ones who know that they must overcompensate. Over time, the brilliant
twin, apollectic to his brother's artemesian rays, burned with envy for the
medicine coursing through Mando's veins, armies curing him of his
affinity for heights. The two no longer sang cobble stone hymns in the
mornings, and when Maro met supremacy behind the bars of a church,
he was all but swallowed by the intoxicating scent of the power she
promised him.

The street drugs were child's play, now, and he left them to his pacifist
brother, still singing sweetly in the streets to the cracked door and the
lone cat window. No one told him not to wear the needle so he paraded,
his newfound love more prominent in his veins than blood itself,
testament to his acupuncture embedded in the clarity of his conscience,
the warm, summer day of his conscience. You are better.

"We are better." His brother cried from faraway windows and
contemplated leaping.

Fortunately, there are no places high enough in this world for those
Mandos and Maros to climb, the vantage point for all cains plotting
destruction is a rock he would be better to pick up and throw, a rock
embedded in the skin of his beloved, the knee he calls abel.

The schools - Mando had long scoffed at schools, he fell down on their
playgrounds and reopened the memory scarred his knee but worst of
every school were the agricultural ones. Inaction was submission, to walk
to a school down a lane of emerald green hangman nooses was criminal,
to surrender voice to the metallic clangings of the earth was vile, and to
yield forever to the gavel against from which their first loves ran was
torture.

These lives did not mark legacy, and while Maro was in bed with his
treasonous lover, translating her whispers to colors in liberty's
daydreams, a cat jumped through one of the gravel-holed windows to
stand in the sun with the counterpart to liberty's forgotten client. As the
cat followed, the arch smiled, turning his bossy upper lip a quarter of a
degree to direct the sun's approving rays into Mando's aching vocal
chords. Drinking the light, tipping his head back and filling himself, ichor
and blood synonymous, shining deity, voice of gold, his lungs sang
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stories of his love's dirty name and her naked body, of lust and of last
and of longing.

    He sang of her beautiful nightmares, her graceful limbs, extremities
autonomous and collectively fueled, the hands as powerful as the feet,
her intricate mind wrapping around his own and children they made
together, paper dolls in a row, drenched in equal parts love and light,
unequal parts the color of her nightmares and all those within the arch's
wise gaze, their ashes drifting on heaven-sent winds hell-bent on
returning home, the crosses on which they were burned disintegrating
into the soil to nurture the very trees that would rise to fall to tumble into
paper-doll chains once again, and the people came.

Emerging from shadow, wiping blood from gravel childs-play, the voices
rose, chasing heaven's wind to dance in front of solemn white buildings,
catching ashes on their tongues like snowflakes, invigorating cold in
boiling days. The voices peaked in crescendo, lungs begging a break, the
air all carbon dioxide and the upside-down forests dying, unable to take
the poison from the air and spit it back into fuel. Thank the white
heavens for its treasonous wind, the enemy of the state having emptied
the earth of its paper-doll ashes deciding to carry in song Mando's
symphony to the ears of a brother growing ever more disillusioned with
his new love, having finally seen her body in the light she told him was
so poisonous.

Her many other lovers - supremacy is good at what she does - would
avenge her shame, directing Maro's gravel through some twist of wind's
fate into his heart, while sister jealousy innocently suggests stone play
for Maro's brother the peaceful. The voices would rise on cobblestone

catswalks, too many souls to preserve the balance that liberty's jailer had
so silently maintained, so carefully manicured. After burying their beckon
below sixty feet of metallic nightmare soil they built a museum for the
word to whom they all held sensuous claim and they took turns sleeping
with her, all of them, the women walking away with child, innocent
mothers swollen with the children they would send soon in droves to the
solemnities that rule us, children who would try not to settle for anything
less than their mother gaia's honor.
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As Mando and Maro lay side by side in the graves lovingly maintained by
the generation of their chorus, children were turned away from powerful
buildings. The souls of those who have visited the symphony, evening
gown finery and crystallized intention, grew restless with merry-go-round
music playing ubiquitous, and the seeds of revolution lie dormant,
watchful, sixty feet below the surface, resting on the sweetest of all
voices upon which they may feed, propelling them slowly to an aching
surface.
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    Liberty had been too occupied to make her way home, sleeping
instead in the arms of strangers on the edge of the Western night, curling
into the corners of boxcars bound for faraway places full of her children
who needed her, searching for an embrace equivalent to that of her
twins, her sweet twins. It was no surprise when she returned, briefly, to
find her things piled in the front lawn, spat from the mouths of the
betrayed, let go with disinterest as to the rain that threatened their ruin.
Those cavernous mouths of the intellectuals had long been more of a
prison than a home, a jail in birmingham intentioned safety, a hovel in
which to hide from the masses.
    It was below the patriarch's soaring gate, in a place where the light was
not allowed to rest its weary fire, that she found moorings for the part of
her that had floated meaninglessly adrift since the day her children were
turned from the great white pillars that ruled them. 
    His name was Nestor, and the miniluv's police force had confined him
there for crimes of thought: for leaping onto the dome of Congress in his
dreams, for kissing liberty on the cheek and building her a pedestal, for
realizing every fear of the oppressor in every color that will ever exist. For
hoping, he sat in shadow.
    It had not always been this way. A young boy, the beauty of blazing
crosses had held his soul in a rapture that could only be described as
religious, the smoke from the insatiable flames forming memories of the
ghosts a people tried so desperately to forget. His mother's nightmares
screamed music in tempo to the young child's amusement park fantasy,
excitement building into the dawn of a new day, when all grew calm once
more. These were the thoughts, said the police, that you must not think,
and the arch's tears ran in torrents down its sides, drenching his son, this
lover-of-madness.
     The boy listened faithfully to nighttime cries and sang earnestly to
morningtime hymns, frequenting the temple in which he first met liberty.
He did not recognize her then; she was the stuff of fairy-tales, of far-away
places where people could sing her name as little more than a vulgarity,
as little more than offensive to the people who sit in the seats of the
solemn, white buildings. He recognized her now, the lilt of his voice when
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he sang of her sparking memories of those years spent between church
and revolutionaries, church and revolutionaries and love, revolutionaries
and love and hate and prisons, revolutionaries and love and prison,
where he found himself now.

     

     The breeze drifted over from the river each morning, rotten with scent
of the fish that Nestor's people were killing, day after day, price of
industrialization spilling poison into the earth's veins, into the human
veins, and he wrote poems in his head that began with the line, "and in
those days the earth missed her mysteries" and ending in furious
scribbles apologizing to the fish and wondering who has it worse, the
earth or her children. The earth sends her regards in the form of rain to
run down the sides of the old arch, but miniluv will not allow Nestor's
sweat the comfort of dilution, will not let him remember he is on earth,
no, he is in hell.

     There is no longer any difference, he replies.

    Liberty's name is still an expletive so when she takes to the streets in
defense of the love she has chosen, there is no sneaking around corners,
no mimicry of the memories of ghosts that hang heavy in the evening air,
only loud pots banging, schoolchildren with bullet holes, feet bruising
the cobblestones, who have grown tender in misuse. Flamenco dancers
twirling skirts, a full parade, the band outfitted in military splendor in
case someone is needed to fight, crying for martyrs who still can be
saved; the tears stop running down the arch and the miniluv curses the
earth for thoughtless crime and the fish rejoice among their dead
brothers.

    And when the clamor breaks the resolve of miniluv, reminds them of
their mortality, threatens the shedding and regeneration of their skin
with a dip in icy water, poisonous with stolen labor and resentful of the
ministry, the rain is allowed to penetrate the shadows of the great
patriarch, torrents of joy, palpable energy, thanks fly to the skies. The
river flows into the sea where it touches a multitude of nations, bringing
the miniluv to their knees, bowed heads, begging for the sacrament as
waves of poison wash over the world of which they want so badly to ask
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forgiveness.

     Nestor, chrysalis spiderweb cracked, dove peaceful, strong-jaw
demanding, brings tears to liberty's eyes with his words alone. Her
nightmares had been composed of the vivid colors of the world outside
his shadow, afraid of the wielders of such weapons when their owner
was away, fears put to rest by the way the cobblestones bowed to him,
smoothened, no longer pocketed with those long-ago scars, remnant
neither of high-height leaps nor promises whispered in the intimacy of a
supreme affair.

He began the walk to the emerald coast, the ivory city, saving room in the
caravan for the guards who had denied him the kiss of the rein, offering
to them extended hand, afraid not of being pulled into their darkness by
the security of the dancers and musicians and cobblers and lovers and
fighters and singers and graveyard-masters all resting behind him.

The ivory coast bowed to kiss his hand, cutting the upside-down forest
into bury-able pieces, first the conscience of what had been done there,
then the fear of the fate of its trees, turned on their heads, blood pooling
to turn the leaves especially crimson every fall, and finally slicing the
physical wood from its resting place, to be returned to the ground, buried
by its family who is all of us.
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